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Crossed complexes have longstanding uses, explicit and implicit, in homotopy theory and the 
cohomology of groups. It is here shown that the category of crossed complexes over groupoids 
has a symmetric monoidal closed structure in which the internal Horn functor is built from mor- 
phisms of crossed complexes, nonabelian chain homotopies between them and similar higher 
homotopies. The tensor product involves non-abelian constructions related to the commutator 
calculus and the homotopy addition lemma. This monoidal closed structure is derived from that 
on the equivalent category of to-groupoids where the underlying cubical structure gives geometri- 
cally natural definitions of tensor products and homotopies. 
Introduction 
The definition of a crossed complex is motivated by the principal example, the 
fundamental crossed complex nX of a filtered space 
x: XoCXlCX2C.. .cx.c. . .cx. 
Here n~X is the fundamental groupoid nl(X1,X0) and for n_>2, rGXis the family 
of relative homotopy groups rt,, (X,,, X,,_ ~, p), p e X0, together with the standard 
boundary operators 6: rtnX--" 7tn_ 1X and the actions of niX on zt,,X, n > 2. The 
axioms for a crossed complex are those universally satisfied by this standard 
example. 
We have shown earlier [6, 7] that the fundamental crossed complex satisfies a van 
Kampen type theorem (i.e., it preserves certain colimits), which is related to and 
generalises many basic facts in homotopy theory, such as the relative Hurewicz 
theorem, and which leads to new results [4]. Crossed complexes have also been used 
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by a number of writers [19,20,24,25] to interpret the cohomology groups 
Hn(G; A) of a group G with coefficients in a G-module A. These results suggest 
that the category of crossed complexes i both a convenient first approximation to 
the homotopy theory of CW-complexes and a suitable context for the development 
of non-abelian homological algebra (see also [8] and the surveys [5, 6]). 
Our aim here is to give additional arguments for this view by endowing the cate. 
gory ~ of crossed complexes with appropriate notions of tensor product A ®B 
and internal hom-functor CRS(B, C), thereby giving ~ the structure of symmetric 
monoidal closed category. The crossed complex CRS(B, C) is in dimension 0 the set 
of all morphisms B- ,  C. In dimension m_> 1, it consists of m-fold homotopies 
h : B--, C over morphisms f : B--, C, that is, maps of degree m from B to C in which 
the component Bl--, Cm+ 1 is a derivation and the components Bn--* Cm+n, n~_2, 
are operator morphisms, all over the morphism f:B1 ~C~ of groupoids. The 
defining formulae are given in (3.1) below, and Proposition 3.14 gives a complete 
description of the crossed complex structure on CRS(B, C). In dimension 1, the 
elements of CRS(B, C) determine homotopies between morphisms B--, C, and these 
are in essence the same as the homotopies defined by Whitehead in [26] for par. 
ticular kinds of crossed complexes. It should be noted that, just as the category of 
groups has no internal hom-functor, while the category of groupoids does have one, 
so also, to obtain a monoidal closed structure on the category ~ it is essential to 
use crossed complexes over groupoids, not over groups. 
The tensor product A ® B of crossed complexes A and B is generated as crossed 
complex by elements a® b in dimension m + n for all a ~ Am,  b ~ Bn; m, n >_ O, with 
defining relations given in (3.11). This tensor product is associative, symmetric (Sec- 
tion 4) and satisfies the adjointness condition required for a monoidal closed strut. 
ture: 
~(A  ®B, C)-_- fg~ (A, CRS(B, C)). 
Given the formulae (3.1), (3.11) and (3.14), it is possible, in principle, to verify 
all the above facts within the category of crossed complexes, although the computa- 
tions, with their numerous pecial cases, would be long. We prefer to prove these 
facts using the equivalent category co-~/u~' of co-groupoids where the formulae are 
simpler and have clearer geometric ontent. 
The relationships developed between crossed complexes and the underlying 
cubical structure of co-groupoids will in any case be required in other contexts (in 
particular for the construction of classifying spaces [10]). Although the usual 
simplicial notions are more firmly embedded in the literature than the cubical ones, 
the latter are more convenient for handling higher homotopies. An analysis of the 
symmetric, monoidal closed structure on simplicial T-complexes, which form the 
simplicial analogue of co-groupoids (Ashley [1]), has not yet been attempted. 
The results of this paper will form the basis of further papers [9,10] extending 
work of Whitehead and Eilenberg-MacLane on abstract homotopy theory and the 
cohomology of groups. In particular, in [10], we define the classifying space BCof 
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a crossed complex C and show that, for any CW-complex X, there is a natural bijec- 
tion of homotopy classes [X, BC] = [~rX, C]. We also show that 7t(X® Y) 
ItX® ~z Y for CW-complexes X and Y. The corresponding results for cubical sets 
are proved in Section 3 below. 
The structure of the paper is as follows. Tensor products and hom-functors are 
described for cubical sets in Section 1, for m-groupoids in Section 2 and for crossed 
complexes in Section 3. The transition from m-groupoids to crossed complexes uses 
the equivalences 
established in [6]. In Section 4 we establish the symmetry of the tensor product 
which, by contrast with the other results, is easier to prove for crossed complexes 
than for to-groupoids. (It is interesting to note that the tensor product of cubical 
sets is not symmetric; the extra structure of to-groupoids i needed to define the sym- 
metry map G®H- ,H®G.)  In Section 5 we give a brief account of the case of 
crossed complexes with base-point. Finally, in Section 6, we calculate some special 
tensor products; in particular, the tensor product of two groupoids involves an in- 
teresting new construction akin to the Cartesian subgroup of a free product of 
groups. 
1. Cubical sets 
We start by examining the tensor products and the internal hom functor in the 
category of cubical sets. These well-known constructions are related by exponential 
laws which we shall exploit later when we study similar but more difficult construc- 
tions for a~-groupoids and crossed complexes. We recall the notations and main 
results. 
A cubical set K= {Kn, O~, ei} consists of a family of sets Kn (n _> 0) and functions 
O~: K n -~ K n_ l, el" Kn_ 1 ~ Kn (i = 1, 2, ..., n; a = 0, 1) satisfying the usual cubical 
laws (see, for example, [6]). A cubical map f :K -~L  is a family of functions 
fn' Kn -~ Ln (n _> 0) preserving the O~ and ei. These form the category ~ of cubical 
sets. 
If/-/, K are cubical sets, their tensor product H®K has 
where - is the equivalence relation generated by (~r+lX~Y)--(X~ely ) for x eHr,  
Y ~ K s (r + s = n -  1). We write x @y for the equivalence class of (x~ y). The maps 8J ~, 
ei defined for x ~ Hp, y e Kq by 
O~(x®y)= ~(Oix)~y if l <_i<_p, 
(.x~(O~_py) if p+ l<_i<_p+q, 
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~(e~x)®y if 1 <i<_p+ 1, 
ei(x®y)= (.x®(ei_py) if p+ 1 <_i<p+q+ 1 
make H®K a cubical set. We note, in particular, that 
(ep+lx)®y=x®ely  when x~Hp. 
The universal property possessed by this tensor product is the following. Any 
cubical map f :  H®K~L defines a family of functions Fpq:Hp ×Kq--,Lp+q (given 
by Fpq(X, y)= fp+q(X® y)) satisfying 
~Fp_l,q(O~x,y ) if l<_i<p, 
(1.1) O a Fpq(x, y) = Oa (Fp, q_l(X, i-pY) if p+l<_i<_p+q, 
~Fp+l,q(eix, Y) if l <_i<_p+ 1, 
eiFpq(X'Y)= (Fp, q+l(X, ei_pY ) if p+ l <_i<_p+q+ 1. 
Such a family F= {Fp, q } will be called a bicubical map from (H, K) to L. Converse. 
ly, given a bicubical map F:(H, K )~L ,  there is a unique cubical map f :  H®K~L 
such that Fpq(X, y)=fp+q(X(~y). This is because the defining equations (1.1) for a 
bicubical map imply that, for x ~ Hr and y e Ks 
Fr + 1, s (gr+ IX,  . Y) = gr+ 1Frs( x, Y)=Fr, s+ 1( x' elY)' 
that is, the maps Fpq respect the equivalence - used in defining H®K. The 
resulting map H®K~L is cubical by (1.1). 
We denote by I n the cubical set freely generated by one element cn in dimension 
n. It is free in the sense that, for any cubical set K and any xeKn, there is a unique 
cubical map £: I n --}K such that £(cn)=x. The solution of the word problem for D" 
is well known. The non-degenerate elements are uniquely of the form '~a~ha: "" O~[c, Vl  I v l  2 
where ag = 0, 1 and 1 < il <--" < ir -< n. An arbitrary element is then (as in all cubical 
sets) uniquely of the form eg, ej2 ... ejsx, where x is non-degenerate of dimension t,
say, and s+t>-j~>j2>'">js. We shall show below that om®Dn=fl m+n. In what 
follows, the cubical set B = D 1 plays the role of the unit interval in homotopy theory. 
We denote its vertices by 0= O°cl and 1 = 0~cl. 
We now look at the internal horn functor CUB(K, L) for cubical sets K, L. This 
construction embraces the notions of homotopies and higher homotopies for cubical 
maps (cf. Kan [21]). However we need to distinguish between left and right 
homotopies because tensor products of cubical sets are not symmetric (we return to 
this point later). 
We first define, for any cubical set L, the left path complex PL which is the 
cubical set with 
(PL )r = Lr + l 
and cubical operations O~, O~, ..., Ora+ 1" (PL)r--*(PL)r - 1, e2, es, ..., er + 1" (PL)r- 1 -}(PL)r 
(that is, we ignore the first operations 0°, 0[, el in each dimension). The bicubicad 
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maps from (D, K) to L are in natural one-one correspondence with (a) the cubical 
maps f :O®K~L and with (b) the cubical maps f :K~PL .  Here corresponding 
maps f , f  are related by f (x)=f(c l  ®x) and either of them is termed a left 
homotoPy from f0 to f l ,  where fa :K~L is given by 
fax=f (a®x)=3~fx  (a=0, 1). 
We note that the functor Q ® - is left adjoint to P:  ~ ~ and we generalise this 
adjointness as follows. 
First we define the n-fold left path complex pnL inductively by pnL = p(pn-  IL) ' 
so that 
(pnL) r =Ln+ r
0l 17 II with cubical operations 0~+ l,On + 2, "--, On + r" (P L)r ~ (P L)r- 1 and en + l, en + 2,..., en + r : 
(PnL)r- 1 ~ (pnL)r" The omitted operations 0~, ..., 0~ in each dimension induce mor- 
phisms of cubical sets @~, ..., 0~ : PnL ~pn-  IL, and similarly we have morphism of 
cubical sets el,e2, . . . ,en:pn- lL- - 'PnL.  These morphisms atisfy the cubical laws, 
so the family 
P*L = {pnL}n>_O 
is an internal cubical set in ~,,,A. 
We now define 
CUBn(K, L) = ~,~(K, pnL) 
and observe that, because of the internal cubical structure on P 'L ,  the family 
CUB(K, L) of sets CUBn(K, L) for n_>0 inherits a cubical structure. Its cubical 
operations CUBn(K, L )~CUB n_ I(K, L) are induced by the operations 3~, @~,..., 
a~n, el,e2,...,en of L. Thus a typical f~CUBn(K ,L  ) is a family of maps 
fr : Kr--' Ln + r satisfying 
¢t ¢t 
fr_lai =On+ifr, frej=en+jfr_l (i, j= 1,2,...,r) 
and its faces are given by 
(@Tf)r=OTfr (i= 1,2,. . . ,n,a=O, 1). 
In geometric terms, the elements of CUB0(K, L) are the cubical maps K~L,  the 
elements of CUBI(K, L) are the (left) homotopies between such maps, the elements 
of CUB2(K, L) are homotopies between homotopies, etc. 
Proposition 1.2. (i) The functor CUB(K,-)  : ~ ,~fe~ is right adjoint to -®K.  
(ii) For cubical sets H, K, L there are natural isomorphisms of  cubical sets 
(H®K)®L =H®(K®L) ,  
CUB(H ® K, L) = CUB(H, CUB(K, L)), 
giving ~ the structure of  a monoidal closed category. [] 
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Corollary 1.3. (i) -® fn is left adjoint to CUB(! n, - )  : ~- - ,~ ,~.  
(ii) fn® _ is left adjoint to pn : ~W, ,~.  
(iii) There are natural (and coherent) isomorphisms of  cubical sets 
Bm ® fn _~ f rn + n 
Proof. (i) is a special case of (1.2)(i). 
(ii) follows from the natural bijections 
f~a~(O n @ K, L) = W, ug,(II n, CUB(K, L)) 
-_- CUB,(K, L) = e,,~(K, P'L). 
(iii) follows from (ii) since pm o pn =pm + n. [] 
This corollary serves to remind the reader that for cubical sets the tensor product 
is not symmetric since (x ,y )~.y®x is not a bicubical map. However, there is a 
'transposition' functor T: ~,,d~ W,,,~, where TK has the same elements as K in each 
dimension but has its face and degeneracy operations numbered in reverse order, 
that is, the cubical operations d/a: (TK)n~(TK)n_ l and ei:(TK)n_l~(TK)n are 
defined by d~ = a an + 1 - i, ei  = en + 1 - i. Clearly T2K is naturally isomorphic to K and 
T(K®L)  is naturally isomorphic to T(L)® T(K). Instead of the expected isomor- 
phism of CUB(f n, L) with PnL, we have: 
Corollary 1.4. There is a natural isomorphism of  cubical sets 
CUB(0 n, L) = TP n TL. 
Proof. By (1.3), P" is right adjoint to O '®- ,  so PnT is right adjoint to TOn®-). 
Hence TPnT is right adjoint to T(On®T-) - - - ( -®Tfn) .  But there is an obvious 
cubical isomorphism TO n--  fin and this induces a natural isomorphism ( -® TOn) = 
( -® On). Hence TpnT is naturally isomorphic to the right adjoint CUB(0 n, -)of 
-®0" .  [] 
Note. A simpler argument shows that the functor A ® - : W,~ ~ ~ has a right ad- 
joint T CUB(TA, T - )  and hence that the monoidal closed category ~ is biclosed, 
in the sense of Kelly [22], even though it is not symmetric. 
2. o~-groupoids 
An to-groupoid is a cubical set with extra structure, namely, (i) connections 
(which are extra degeneracies) and (ii) n groupoid structures in dimension  (one 
composition along each of the n directions). The precise definition is in [6]. The 
prime example is the fundamental m-groupoid p(X) of a filtered space X, which is 
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the quotient of the (cubical) singular complex of X by the relation of filter- 
homotopy. 
The category oa-~/u/of co-groupoids i a convenient algebraic model for certain 
geometric constructions. In particular it is well-suited for the discussion of homo- 
topics and higher homotopies and their composition. The internal hom functor for 
cubical sets generalises immediately to o)-groupoids as follows. 
For any og-groupoid H, considered as a cubical set, the n-fold left path 
complex pnn has (pnH)r=Hn+r, with cubical operators Oan+l, Oan+2, - ' - ,  On+ra . 
(pnH)r --* (Ph i l ) r -  1 and e, + 1, en + 2, - - - , /~n + r : (Ph i l ) r -  1 -'-> (pnH)r .  The connections 
Fn + 1, Fn + 2, " " , / - 'n  + r -  1 : (Ph i l ) r -  1 "* (pnH)r  and the  compositions +n + 1, +, + 2, - . - ,  +, + r
on (pnH)r make P"H an w-groupoid since the laws to be checked are just a subset 
of the ~-groupoid laws of H. We call pnH the n- fo i l  (left) path co-groupoid of H. 
The operators of H not used in pmH give maps 
0~, ... , Oam "PmH-'+ Pm-  I H,  
el ' . . . ,  em : pro- IH  ~ pmH,  
1"1, ...,Fro_ 1 : pm - l H --* pm H 
which are morphisms of oo-groupoids and obey the cubical aws. The unused addi- 
tions of H define partial compositions + 1, +2,-.., +m on pmH which, by the ¢o- 
groupoid laws for H, are compatible with the oo-groupoid structure of pmH. 
Hence 
PH= (H, PH, P2H, ... ) 
with the above operators and additions is an internal o)-groupoid in the category of 
~0-groupoids. 
For any m-groupoids G, H, we now define 
K= m-GPD(G, H) = o9-~/u4(G, PH) ,  
that is, o9-GPDm(G, H)=oo-~/wl(G, pmH) ,  and it is clear that the internal oo- 
gr0upoid structure on PH induces an m-groupoid structure on K with operators 
~, ..., O~, " Km -- 'Kin- 1, e l , . . . ,  era, 1"I, . . . ,  I'm- l : Kin-  I --'Kin and compositions 
+1, ..-, +m on K m all induced by the similarly numbered operations on H. Thus in 
dimension 0, oo-GPD(G, H) consists of all morphisms G- ,H ,  while in dimension 
n it consists of n- fo i l  (left) homotopies G --,H. We make co-GPD(G, H) a functor 
in G and H (contravariant in G) in the obvious way: if g: G'--,G and h : H- - ,H '  are 
morphisms, the corresponding morphism 
k: m-GPD(G, H)-* o9-GPD(G; H') 
is given, in dimension r, by 
kr ( f )  = (Prh)o fo  g, where f :  G - "prH .  
The definition of tensor products of oo-groupoids is harder. We require that 
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- ® G be left adjoint to og-GPD(G, - )  as a functor from w-~/,a' to w-~/,a', and this 
determines ® up to natural isomorphism. Its existence, that is, the representability 
of the functor ~o-~/,~'(F, w-GPD(G,- ) )  can be asserted on general grounds. The 
point is that to-~/ue' is an equationally defined category of many sorted algebras in 
which the domains of the operations are defined by finite limit diagrams. General 
theorems on such algebraic ategories (see [12, 13, 14, 15, 22, 27]) imply that a~-$/~, 
is complete and cocomplete and that it is monadic over the category ~ of cubical 
sets. In particular the underlying cubical set functor U: og-fg/,~'~  has a left 
adjoint ~ : ~f ,~ w-~g/~, and we call ~(K) the free og-groupoid on the cubical set g. 
(This notation is consistent with our previous use of pOt') as the fundamental oJ. 
groupoid of the filtered space X because, for any cubical set K, o(K)---Q([K[). See 
Note (i) at the end of this section.) We may also specify an w-groupoid by a presen. 
tation, that is, by giving a set of generators in each dimension and a set of defining 
relations of the form u = o, where u, v are well-formed formulae of the same dirnen. 
sion made from generators and the operators O~, el, Fi, +i,-i. (For example, Q(K) 
is the og-groupoid generated by the elements of K with defining relations given by 
the face and degeneracy maps Oa'Kn--*Kn _ 1 and e i 'K  n_ l'-*Kn.) 
The validity of using presentations in this context enables us to follow the stan- 
dard procedure for defining tensor products of modules. Given to-groupoids F,G, 
we define F ® G by giving a presentation of it as an o~-groupoid. The universal pro. 
perty of the presentation will then give the required adjointness. Gray [16,17] has 
given a related definition of tensor products of 2-categories, but his definition is 
complicated by the fact that he restricts attention to 2-categories. The tensor pro- 
duct of two 2-categories i more naturally defined as a 4-category, so Gray has to 
introduce xtra defining relations to ensure that elements in dimensions 3 and 4 are 
trivial. 
Let F, G be eg-groupoids. We define F® G to be the og-groupoid generated by 
elements in dimension n>__0 of the form x®y where xeFp, yeGq and p+q=n, 
subject to the following defining relations (plus, of course, the laws for ~0- 
groupoids) 
(2.1) (i) O¢[(x®y)= f (O¢[x)®y 
(.X(~ (Ot~_pY) 
(ii) ei(x®y)= f (eix)®y 
( x~ (Si_py) 
(iii) F~(x®y)= (-x®(Fi-pY) 
if 1 <i<p, 
if p+ 1 <i<n; 
if 1 <_i<_p+ 1, 
if p+ l< i<_n+ 1; 
if 1 <i<p, 
if p+ l<i<_n;  
( iv) (x+ix ' ) (~y=(x(~Y)+i (x ' (~y)  if 1 <i<_p 
and x+ix' is defined in F; 
(v) x®(y+jy')=(x®y)+p+y(xt~y') if l<_j<q 
and Y+YY' is def ined in G. 
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7¢e note that the relation 
( ( - i x )®y if 1 <_i<_p, 
(vi) - i (x®y)=~Cx®(_i_py) i fp+l<_i<_n 
follows from (iv) and (v). Also the relation 
(vii) (ep+ ix) ®Y =x® (elY) 
follows from (ii). 
An alternative way of stating this definition is to define a bimorphism (F, G)~A,  
where F,G,A are 09-groupoids, to be a family of maps Fp×Gq~Ap+q (p,q>_O), 
denoted by (x, y )~ Z(x, y) such that 
(a) for each xeFp, the map y~z(x,y)  is a morphism of 09-groupoids G~PPA; 
and 
(b) for each g EGq, the map x~x(x,y)  is a morphism of 09-groupoids 
F-' T PqTA, where, as in Section 1, the 09-groupoid TX has the same elements as 
X but has its cubical operations, connections and compositions numbered in reverse 
order. 
The 09-groupoid F® G is now defined up to natural isomorphism by the two pro- 
perties: 
(i) the map (x ,y )~x®y is a bimorphism (F ,G)~F®G; 
(ii) every bimorphism (F, G)--*A is uniquely of the form (x,y)~.tr(x®y), where 
a: F® G---,A is a morphism of 09-groupoids. 
In the definition of a bimorphism (F, G)~A,  condition (a) gives maps Fp~ 
~0-GPDp(G, A) for each p, and condition (b) states that these combine to give a 
morphism of 09-groupoids F~09-GPD(G, A). This observation yields a natural bi- 
jection between bimorphisms (F, G)-*A and morphisms F~09-GPD(G,A). Since 
there is also a natural bijection between bimorphisms (F, G)-~A and morphisms 
F® G ~A,  we have 
Proposition 2.2. The functor - Q G is left adjoint to the functor 09-GPD(G, - ) f rom 
o~-~/~ to 09-~/~. [] 
Proposition 2.3. For 09-groupoids F, G, H, there are natural isomorphisms of 09- 
groupoids 
(i) (F®G)®H=F®(G®H) ,  and 
(ii) 09-GPD(F® G, H) = 09-GPD(F, 09-GPD(G, H)) 
giving 09-~/u~¢ the structure of a monoidal closed category. 
Proof. (ii) In dimension r there is, by adjointness, a natural bijection 
09-GPDr (F ~ G, H) = 09-(g/u~t(F (~ G, prH) 
-~ 09- ~/u~'(F, 09-GPD(G, prH)) 
= 09-fg/uC(F, pr(09_GPD(G, H))) 
= 09-GPDr (F, 09-GPD(G, H)). 
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These bijections combine to form the natural isomorphism (ii) of ~o-groupoids 
because, on both sides, the og-groupoid structures are given by a~,ej, F,,% 
induced by the corresponding operators a~,ej, etc. in H. For example, if 
u ~ og-GPDr(FQ G, H) corresponds to ~ ~ og-GPDr(F, og-GPD(G, H)), then 
u(f(~g) = a(f)(g) EHp+q+ r for all f EFp, gE Gq; 
hence, for 1 < i_ r, 
(O~u)(f @ g)~r O~(u(f @ g)) = O~(t~(f)(g)) ~r(O~t~)(f)(g) 
so a~u also corresponds to a~a. 
(i) This isomorphism can be proved directly or deduced from (ii) by means of the 
natural isomorphisms 
oJ-GPD((F ® G) ® H, K) ~- og-GPD(F ® G, og-GPD(H, K)) 
___- o~-GPD(F, og-GPD(G, og-GPD(H, K))) 
=-_ og-GPD(F, og-GPD(G ® H, K)) 
_= og-GPD(F ® (G ® H), K). 
Again, coherence is easily established. [] 
Proposition 2.4. For a cubical set L and an oJ-groupoid G, there is a natural isomor- 
phism of cubical sets 
U(w-GPD(e(L), G))=- CUB(L, UG). 
Proof. The functor 0" ~--,o~-fg/u~' is left adjoint to U: o9-~/m¢-~ W,~, and this is 
what the proposition says in dimension 0. In dimension r we have a natural bijection 
og-GPDr (e(L), G) = og-~pd(0(L), pr G ) 
ff~a~(L, Upr G ) = CUBr(L ,  UG ) 
and these bijections are compatible with the cubical operators as in the proof of 
(2.3)(ii). [] 
Proposition 2.5. I f  K, L are cubical sets, there is a natural isomorphism of 
groupoids 
~(K ® L)=o(K)®~(L). 
Proof. By (2.3) and (2.4), for any ~o-groupoid G, there are natural isomorphisms 
of cubical sets 
U(og-GPD(~o(K ® L), G)-= CUB(K @ L, UG) 
-- CUB(K, CUB(L, fiG)) 
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=CUB(K, U(oa-GPD(Q(L), G))) 
=-- U(oa-GPD(Q(K), o9-GPD(Q(L), G))) 
-~ U(oJ-GPD(Q(K)®Q(L), G)). 
The proposition follows from the information in dimension 0, namely 
og-~/uC(0(K ® L), G) ~ og-~g/u~'(Q(K) ® ~(L), G). [] 
Writing G(n) for Q(0n), the co-groupoid freely generated by one element in 
dimension , and using (1.3)(iii), we have 
Corollary 2.6. There are natural isomorphisms of og-groupoids 
~3(m) ® G(n) _~ G(m + n). [] 
Proposition 2.7. (i) ~3(n)®- is left adjoint to Pn'og-~/ul--'w-~g/~. 
(ii) -® (D(n) is left adjoint tO og-GPD(~(n),-). 
(iii) a~-GPD(G(n),-) is naturally isomorphic to TPnT. 
Proof. (i) There are natural bijections 
og-V/u~'(03(n) ® H, K)= og-~g/u/(~3(n), o9-GPD(H, K)) 
= o9-GPDn (H, K)= m-~/uC(H, pnK). 
(ii) This is a special case of (2.2). 
(iii) It follows from (i) that TPnT:w-~/~w-~g/u¢ has left adjoint 
T(~3(n)® T(-))~ - ® T~3(n). But the obvious isomorphism TD ~ D induces an 
isomorphism T~3(n) --- ~3(n), so - ® T®(n) is naturally isomorphic to - ® G(n). The 
result now follows from (ii). [] 
Notes. (i) It was proved in [7] that @(n) is the fundamental og-groupoid Q(I n) of the 
n-cube with its skeletal filtration. We will show in [10], by similar methods, that for 
any cubical set K, there is a natural isomorphism Q(K)--Q([K[), where [K[ is the 
geometric realisation of K, with its skeletal filtration. Thus (2.5) gives an iso- 
morphism 
Q(IK[ ® I L 1) -=- Q(IK I)® e(IL I) 
which can be generalised to an isomorphism 
Q(X ® Y)--Q(X)®o(Y) 
for arbitrary CW-complexes X, Y. 
(ii) We will show in Section 4 that the tensor product of ¢o-groupoids is sym- 
metric, although the isomorphism G<~H--H®G is not an obvious one. 
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3. Crossed complexes 
A crossed complex C consists of a set Co, a groupoid C 1 over  C 0, a crossed 
module C2 over Cl and, for n_> 3, modules Cn over C1, with boundary maps 
: Cn ~ Cn- 1 satisfying certain identities. The details are in [6], where it is proved 
that the category ~ of crossed complexes is equivalent to the category to-~,~'. The 
equivalence y : a~-~/~/--* fg~ is straightforward: if G is an og-groupoid, then ~,G con. 
sists of those cubes x in G all of whose faces 37x except 3°x are concentrated ata 
point p e Go. The inverse equivalence ;t : ~--*~o-~/u/was defined in [6] using a 
complicated folding operation • and the homotopy addition lemma. This definition 
of 2 involves certain choices, so different conventions are possible; we use those 
adopted in [6]. (With hindsight one can show that (2C)n = ~(nD n, C), but there are 
difficulties in using this more canonical description as a definition.) 
The monoidal closed structure defined on o~-~/~' in Section 2 can clearly be 
transferred to the category f¢~ by the equivalences A and y. One simply defines 
A ®B= ~(2A ®2B) and CRS(A, B) = y(og-GPD(AA,2B)), for arbitrary crossed 
complexes A and B. The problem is then to describe these constructions internally in
the category f¢~. The difficulty in passing from presentations in og-~/u/to presenta- 
tions in ~ may be illustrated by the example G(n). In o9-~/,~' this is free on one 
generator in dimension n; however, the corresponding crossed complex 
y®(n)---rt(U') requires, for each r-dimensional face d of I ", a generator x(d)in 
dimension r, with defining relations of the form 
~5(x(d))= E. {xO~d)}, 
(a, i) 
where the formula for the 'sum of the faces' on the right is given by the Homotopy 
Addition Lemma ((7.1) of [6]). 
The key to the translation is the notion of (left or right) m-fold homotopy for 
crossed complexes, analogous to the corresponding notion for co-groupoids and 
related to it by means of the folding map ¢~. Let B, C be crossed complexes and let 
m >_ 1. Then an m-fold left homotopy B ~ C is a pair (h, f ) ,  where f :  B ~ C is a m0r- 
phism of crossed complexes (the base morphism of the homotopy) and h is a map 
of degree m from B to C (i.e., h :Bn'~Cm+n for each n_>0) satisfying 
(3.1) (i) flh(b)=flf(b) for all beB;  
(ii) if b, b' E B 1 and b + b' is defined, then 
h(b + b') = h(b) f(b') + h(b'); 
(iii) if b, b' ~ Bn (n >_ 2) and b + b' is defined, then 
h(b + b') = h(b) + h(b'); 
(iv) if b e B, (n_> 2), bl ~ BI and b bt is defined, then 
h(bb~)=h(b) f(bO. 
Here, in any crossed complex C,/ /c denotes the base-point of c, that is, if c~ 
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then tic = c, if c e Cl (p, q) or c e Cn(q) for n _ 2, then tic = q. (In an og-groupoid G, 
the base-point of a cube x of dimension is/~x =01021 l ... O~x.) Condition (3.1)(ii) (in 
combination with (i)) says that, on B1, h is a derivation over f .  Condit ions (iii) and 
(iv) say that, on B n (n>_2), h is a morphism of modules over the morphism 
f:Bl ~C1 of groupoids. Thus, in each dimension, h and f preserve structure in the 
0nly reasonable way. (However, there is no requirement that h should be compatible 
with the boundary maps J :Bn ~Bn_ 1and J : Cn ~Cn_ 1.) 
There is a corresponding notion of m-fold right homotopy B --, C in which (3.1)(ii) 
is replaced by 
(ii)' h(b + b') = h(b') + h(b) fib'), 
that is, h : B 1 -~  Urn + l is an anti-derivation over f .  Since Cn is abelian for n _> 3, the 
m-fold left and right homotopies coincide except when m = 1. 
Propos i t ion  3.2. Let G, H be to-groupoids and let B = yG, C = yH be the correspond- 
ing crossed complexes. Let ~u :G ~H be an m-fold left homotopy and, for  b e B, 
define 
(i) h(b) = ~(b) ,  
(ii) f(b) i 1 l = 0102... Om ~u(b). 
Then (h , f )  is an m-fold left homotopy of  crossed complexes B- ,C .  
Moreover, i f  (h,f)  is any m-fold left homotopy from B to C there is a unique m- 
fold left homotopy ~ : G - ,H  satisfying (i), (ii) for  b e B and the extra condition 
(iii) tg~ ~u(x) = e~ n- If(x) for 1 <_ i <_ m, (a, i ) ,  (0, 1) and all x e G, 
where f denotes the unique morphism of  a~-groupoids G--,H extending the mor- 
phism f :  B ~ C of  crossed complexes. 
Proof. S ince  i 1 0102 "'" 01m ~//" G- ,H is  a morphism of og-groupoids it maps B to C and 
induces a morphism f :  B--, C of  crossed complexes. Also, for b ~ Bn, 
Bh(b) f l~(b)=B~u(b) i I ' 1 = = 0102"" Om + n ~u(b) 
= ""Om~'(Ol'"Olnb)=f(flb). 
The other conditions for (h,f)  to be a homotopy are consequences of the formulae 
for ~(x+i y) in (4.9) of [6]. Firstly, if b + b' is defined in B1 = G1, then 
h(b + b') = ~b~u(b+l b') = ~(~,(b) +m+ 1 ~'(b')) 
= (~g(b)) u+ ~u(b')=h(b) u + h(b'), 
where u = urn+ l ~u(b')= 0~---31m ~u(b')=f(b').  (We recall that, in the notation of [6], 
uix, for a k-dimensional cube x, denotes the edge 01 ... O~_ 10~+ 1"'" O~x.) Similarly, 
if n_> 2 and b + b' is defined in Bn, then 
h(b + b') = h(b) u + h(b'), 
where 
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u um+.~.u(b ' )=O]  11  1 . . . .  amain+ 1- . -am+n_ lgt (b ' )  
=0~ 1 1 1 "'" Om ~(01"'" On_ Ib'). 
But since b'e B, = yn G, the element 0~ ... tln-~l lb' of B1 is the identity element el Bb,; 
so u =f(el pb') is also an identity element and h(b + b')= h(b)+ h(b'). Finally, if b t 
is defined, where b ~ B n (n >_ 2) and t E Bl,  then 
h(ff ) = 4~(b t) = ~( - ,  e']- it +n b +, e'~ - It) 
-~- ( - -m + n n -  I era+ l qt(t) %,+, ~(b) +m+n enm+] qt(t)) 
n-1 n- I  = - (q~e,,, +i qt(t))" + (¢)q/(b)) ° + q)e,,, + 1 ~u(t) 
n-1 for certain edges u, o e Cl. But n >2,  so em+lqJ(t) is degenerate and q~e~+] qt(t)=0 
(see (4.12) of  [61). Hence h(b t) =h(b) °, where 
V = Um + ,(e~+ ] ~u(t)) 
=01 1 n-1 • "Om +,-  ,e,,, +, q/(t) = 0~ -.. 0~m ~(t) =f(t) .  
Suppose now that (h,f)  is any m-fold left homotopy B~C.  If ~ is an m-fold 
homotopy G ~H satisfying conditions (i), (ii) and (iii), then it must also satisfy, for 
XE Gn, 
h( ~x) = ~U( ~x) = 4~,( ~1... q~,_ ~ x) 
= q~,n+l  "'" ~m+n-lq/(x)=q~qJ(x) by (4.10) of [61. 
Thus in proving existence and uniqueness of  q/we may replace condition (i) by the 
stronger condit ion 
h(~x) = q~(x)  for all x e G. 
We may also omit condition (ii) which is a consequence of (iii). So we look for 
q/" G ~H of  degree m satisfying, for all x e G,,, n > 0, 
(iii) O7~(x)=e~-lf(x) for i<_m, (a,i)~(O, 1), and 
(iv) ~q/(x)= h(~x), 
the r ight-hand sides being specified in advance, and we proceed by induction on n. 
When n = 0, all faces but one of gt(x) are specified by (iii). The elements z~= 
e'~-if(x) = e'~-if(x) of Hm_ 1 for (a, i )~  (0, 1) form a box and the Homotopy Addi- 
tion Lemma ((7.1) of [6]) gives a unique last face z ° such that 0q~z=~rz has the 
value Oh(q~x)~ Cm_ 1- Proposit ion 5.6 of  [6] then gives a unique filler qt(x) for the 
box such that q~(g(x)) has the value h(q~x). (Of course, one must verify that 
Oh(q~x) =0h(x)  has the same basepoint as the given box, but this is clear since 
~h(x) = f l f(x).  ) 
Now suppose that n ~ 1 and assume that gt(x) is already defined for all x of dimen- 
sion < n and that it satisfies (iii) and (iv) for all such x. Assume further that 
satisfies all the conditions for an m-fold left homotopy in so far as they apply to 
elements of  dimension < n. Then, for x e G, we need to f ind qt(x) e Hm +, satisfy- 
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irlg (amongst others) the conditions 
f O]~u(x)=e~-lf(x) for l<_j<_m, (a,j)~e(0,1), 
($) "~ a~n+jq/(x)=q/(ajx) for l<_j<_n, 
LOw(x)  = h(q,x). 
One verifies that the specified faces of ~u(x) form a box whose basepoint is fir(x)= 
f(~x) = h(C)x) and therefore, as in the case n = 0, there is a unique ~u(x) satisfying 
these conditions. To complete the induction we need only verify that this ~,(x) has 
all defining properties of an m-fold homotopy. For example, to prove that 
I[I(X + i y) = ~ll(X) -t-m+ i ~( Y), 
we first note that l O m + iv/(x) = q/(O ~ x) = u/(O°y) = 0 ° + iq/(Y) so that z = q/(x) + m + i ~u(y) 
is defined. We then verify easily, using the induction hypotheses, that the faces of 
z other than O°z are given by 
+i y) 
oa +jZ = ~(~;(X +i Y)) 
• z= +m+i V/(Y)) 
= u + 
Also 
for 1 <_j<m, (a,j):#(O, 1), 
for 1 <_j<_n. 
by (4.9) of [6] 
where u = Um + iql( y ) = 01 ... Olin ql(ui Y ) = f (u i  Y ) = f (u i ,  Y). But it may be verified that 
h(~b(x +i y))= h(q~x)f(uiY) + h(q)y) 
using the defining properties of h and formulae (4.9) of [6]. (In the case n = 1, i = 1 
one needs to observe that addition in Cm+n is commutative.) Hence 
• z = h(~(x +i Y)) 
in all cases. It follows, by the uniqueness of q/(x) satisfying conditions (I"), that 
z= (x+iy). The other properties of ~ are proved in a similar way. [] 
This proposition sets up a bijection between m-fold left homotopies B - ,C  and 
certain special m-fold left homotopies q/:G--,H, namely those satisfying 
0~I//(X) =/5 l-m-l~l~lO10 2' '"  Olm~(X) for i<_m, (a , i ) , (0 ,  1). 
(Note that if O~u=e~-lo, then o must be Ol'"01mU.) These are precisely the 
elements of y(to-GPD(G, H) )= CRS(B, C) in dimension m, where m >_ 1. We com- 
plete this correspondence by defining a 0-fold left (or right) homotopy of crossed 
complexes B ~ C to be a morphism f :B  ~ C. We then have: 
Proposition 3.3. The elements o f  CRS(B, C) in dimension m>_O are in natural 
one-one correspondence with the m-foM left homotopies f rom B to C. [] 
In view of this result we will, from now on, identify CRS(B, C) with the collection 
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of morphisms and left homotopies from B to C. The operations which give this coi- 
lection the structure of a crossed complex can be deduced from the correspondence 
in Proposition 3.2. They will be described later, but we note here that the base. 
point of the homotopy (h, f )  is the morphism f :B~C.  
We now introduce the analogue for crossed complexes of bimorphisms (F, G)~H 
of og-groupoids. A bimorphism O: (A, B )~C of crossed complexes is a family of 
maps 0 "A  m × B n ---~ Cm + n satisfying the following conditions, where a cAm,  b e Bn: 
(3.4) (i) ¢(O(a, b)) = O(¢a, ¢b) 
(ii) O(a, b b' ) = O(a, b) °~Ba'b.) 
(ii)' 0(a al, b) = O(a, b) °(a~' ~b) 
~O(a, b) + O(a, b') 
(iii) O(a, b + b') = (O(a, b) °(aa'b') + O(a, b') 
, f O(a, b) + O(a; b) 
(iii)' 0(a + a, b) = (0(a', b) + O(a, b) °(a' #b) 
(iv) t~(O(a, b))= 
for all aeA,  beB.  
if m_0 ,  n_>2. 
if m_2 ,  n_0 .  
if m=0,  n_> 1 or m_  1, n_2, 
if m>_l, n=l .  
if m> 1, n=0 or m_>2, n->i, 
if m=l ,  n_>l. 
f 
O(5a, b) + (-)mO(a, d~b) . if m > 2, n->2, 
- O(a, tSb) - 0(• l a, b) + O(a°a, b) °(a''aa~ i f m = 1, n -> 2, 
(-)m+lO(a, alb)+(-)mO(a,a°b)°(Ba'a) +O(5a, b) if m>2,  n=l ,  
-O(Ola, b)-O(a,5°b)+O(5°a,b)+O(a,5lb)  if m=n=l .  
(O(a,5b) if m=0,  m>_2, 
(v) 6(8(a, b)) = ~(O(5a, b) if m >_ 2, n = 0. 
O(a, Jab) if m = 0, n = 1 (a = 0, 1), 
5a(O(a, b)) = (O(5Ua ' b) if m = 1, n = 0 (a = 0, 1). 
These equations have been displayed for future reference; they can be summed up 
as follows: 
(3.5) (i) For each aeA m (m>__l) the maps 
I ha" b ~ O(a, b), fa " b ~ O(fla, b) 
form an m-fold left homotopy:B-~C. (If re=O, then ha=f  a is a 
morphism of crossed complexes : B ~ C.) 
(ii) For each b ~ Bn the maps 
I h'b : a ~ O(a, b), 
f~ : a ,.-* O(a, fib) 
form an n-fold right homotopy :A--*C. (If n = 0, then h~ =ft~ is a 
morphism : A ~ C.) 
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(iii) 6(O(a, b)) is given by equations (3.4)(iv) for m -> 1, n-> 1. 
(Note that (3.4)(v) follows from (3.5)(i) and (ii)). 
proposition 3.6. Let F, G, H be to-groupoids with corresponding crossed complexes 
A = 7F, B = yG, C = ),H. I f  it : (F, G) ~ H is any bimorphism o f  og-groupoids, then 
0: (A, B)--,C defined by 
(,) O(a, b) = ~it(a, b) for  a ~ A, B ~ B, 
is a bimorphism o f  crossed complexes. Conversely, given any bimorphism 
O: (A ,B)~C o f  crossed complexes, there is a unique bimorphism x:(F,  G)~H o f  
to-groupoids satisfying (.). 
proof. First let it be given. Then 
fiO(a, b) = fiq'it(a, b) = flflit(a, b) = X(fia, fib) = O(fia, fib). 
If aeAo is fixed, then x~x(a ,x )  is a morphism of og-groupoids G- ,H ,  so 
b~ chit(a, b) is a morphism of crossed complexes B ~C.  Similarly, by Proposition 
3.2, if a ~ Am is fixed, then x ~. it(a, x) is an m-fold left homotopy of a~-groupoids, so 
b~ ~it(a, b) is an m-fold left homotopy B--, C over the morphism b~ al'-- altair(a, b) = 
X(fla, b). This morphism maps B into C = yH, so q~it(fia, b)= it(fia, b) and the mor- 
phism can also be written b~-.O(fia, b). This proves (3.5)(i). Condition (3.5)(ii) 
follows in the same way from the right-homotopy version of Proposition 3.2. (Note 
that in this version for n-fold right homotopies A~C the formula f (b)= 
al~...O~q/(b) is replaced by f(a)=Oln+l...Oln+mq/(a ). Hence, if b~Bn, the right 
homotopy a,.-, ~it(a, b) : A ~ C has base morphism a,-., 0In + l " " c91n + m it(a, b) = it(a, fib).) 
To prove (3.4)(iv) we use the Homotopy Addition Lemma; in order to compute 
~iO(a, b)= 6~it(a, b) we need to compute ~O'~it(a, b) for each face of it(a, b) and sum 
them according to the formulae in (7.1) of [6], which we will refer to as HAt,. 
Lemma 3.7. I f  x : (F, G)~H is a bimorphism of  oo-groupoids, then X(x,y) is thin 
whenever x or y is thin. 
Proof. For any fixed y ~ Gn, the map x~*it(x,y) is a morphism of to-groupoids 
from F to PnH. If x is thin in F, it follows that it(x, y) is a thin dement of pnH. 
But the thin elements of PnH are a subset of the thin elements of H. [] 
To compute 50(a, b) in the general case m_>2, n>_ 2 we note that the faces of a 
and b other than O°a, O°b are all thin, so all but two faces of it(a, b) are thin by 
Lemma 3.7, and we conclude that q~0~it(a, b)=0 except when a= 0 and i= 1 or 
m + 1. The appropriate formula of HAL now gives 
60(a, b) = 6fit(a, b)= ( ~it(a° a, b)) ° + (_)m( fit(a, O°b)) w 
= O(6a, b) ° + (_)m O(a, 6b) w, 
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where v = uig(a, b) = g(ula, fib) and w=//m+ 1/~( a, b) = g(fla, ulb). Since a e A, b e B ~, 
both ula and Ulb are identities, so o, w act trivially and we obtain the formula 
~O(a, b) = O(~a, b) + ( -  )m O(a, ~b). 
The other formulae of (3.4)(iv) are proved in the same way using the different forms 
of HAL in various cases. Thus 0 is a bimorphism of crossed complexes. 
Now suppose that 0 is given; we wish to reconstruct g. For each a eAm we have 
an m-fold left homotopy (ha,fa):B--"C. By Proposition 3.2, there is a unique m. 
fold left homotopy ¢/a:G ~H satisfying the conditions 
f C~C/a(b) =ha(b) = O(a, b) for beB,  
(3.8) (.¢/aey(co-GPD(G,H))=D, say. 
The required bimorphism X must yield such an n-fold left homotopy ~ g(a, y), so 
the definition x,(a,y)= ~a(Y) is forced. Furthermore, since A generates F as o~- 
groupoid (see (5.8) of [6]) and 3f(x; y) must preserve co-groupoid operations on the 
first variable x, for fixed y, the values )f(a, y) for a ~ A, y ~ G determine 3fcomplete. 
ly. Thus :t is unique if it exists. 
To prove that the required bimorphism )f exists we first note that we have a map 
a ~ ¢/a from A to D of degree 0 and we will show that it is a morphism of crossed 
complexes. The crossed complex structure of D is defined, as in §3 of [6], by the 
co-groupoid structure of co-GPD(G, H) which in turn comes from the co-groupoid 
structure of H. The operations of D are therefore as follows. If ~, r /eD m and reD~ 
are such that ~ + r/and ~ are defined, then, for any y ~ G, 
(~ + rl)( y) = ~( y)+ m rl( y), 
~r(y) = -m e~ n- It(Y) q-m ~(Y) "l-m e~n- 1 z(Y), 
(t~O(y) = a°(~(y)) (m_>2), 
(SaO(y) = 0~(~(y)) (m= 1). 
We need to show that ¢/a+~,= ¢/~+ ~, ,  ¢/~,= ¢/a ~', ¢/6a=~¢/~ if aeAm (m~2), and 
Ill~aa=t~Ct~a if aeA~. Using the characterisation (3.8) of ¢/a and the fact that 
!//a + ~Ua,, ¢/~' etc. are all elements of D, it is enough to prove that, for beB,  
(3.9) (i) ~(~ua(b) +m ~ua'(b)) =O(a + a', b) if a + a' is defined in Am, 
(ii) ~(-m e'~- l ~t(b) +m ~ua(b)+m e~ n- l ~t(b)) = O(a t, b) if t ~ A 1 
and a t is defined in A m (m >_ 2), 
(iii) ~(O°~ua(b))=O(t~a,b) if aeA m, m_>2, 
(iv) ~(Oc{~/a(b))=O(t~aa, b) if a~A1,  a=0,  1. 
The calculations for (i) and (ii) are similar to calculations done in the proof of Pro- 
position 3.2. For example, in (3.9)(ii), if a eArn, b ~ Bn, then th(e~ n- I qlt(b) = 0, SO 
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where 
t2~(_m/~n- l~t(b ) d_ m ~a(b) +m e l -  ~ ¢tt(b) = ( q~(b) )  ° = O(a, b) ° 
0 = Ume f -  1 qlt(b) = a l . . "  1 1 1 am_ Ore+ ~ "'" am + .e'[ '-  ~ ~,,(b) 
- -a~.. .  l - a,,+,~t(b)=u/,(O I ...al, b) 
= ~t(flb) = O(t, 6b) (since ~ = id in dimension 1). 
Hence O(a, b) ° = O(a, b) °it' #b) = O(a t, b) since a,-, O(a, b) is an n-fold right homotopy 
with base morphism a,-. O(a, b). The calculations for (3.9)(iii) and (iv) use HAL and 
the extra defining property (3.4)(iv) for 0. For example, to prove (3.9)(iii) we 
observe that q~q/a(b)= O(a, b) and 6q~q/a(b ) = ~, {q~a~q/a(b)} , the sum of the folded 
faces on the right being calculated by the appropriate formula of HAL, depending 
on the dimensions of a and b. Now a ~ A and b ~ B so, as in the proof of (3.4)(iv), 
most terms in this sum are 0. In the case m_> 2, n_> 2, two terms survive and one 
of these, ¢iO ° +1 q/a(b), we can calculate: because ~a is an m-fold left homotopy of 
0)-groupoids, ~ba°+ 1eta(b)= cbq/a(a°b)= O(a, 6b). Hence HAL says 
¢~O(a, b)= ~a° v/a( b) + (-)toO(a, ~b). 
Comparing this with the defining property 
t~O(a, b) = O(t~a, b) + (-)toO(a, 6b) 
we obtain (3.9)(iii). The other eases are similar. 
This proves that a"-'~a is a morphism of crossed complexes from A =),F to 
O = 7(to-GPD(G, H)). It therefore xtends uniquely to a morphism of og-groupoids 
x-* qtx, say, from F to o)-GPD(G, H). But now the definition X(X, y) = q./x(Y) gives 
a bimorphism of to-groupoids (F, G)~H such that ¢'x(a, b) = ¢~¢ta(b) = O(a, b) for 
aeA, b~B,  and this completes the proof of Proposition 3.6. [] 
It is now easy to describe tensor products of crossed complexes. Taking A = yF, 
B=yG, C=yH as above, we have A ®B=y(F®G)  by definition. Any morphism 
of crossed complexes r/: A ® B ~ C extends uniquely to a morphism of to-groupoids 
0 :F® G ~H,  giving a bimorphism X : (F, G)~H defined by X(X; y) = O(x®y). This 
induces a bimorphism of crossed complexes 0: (A ,B)~C by O(a,b)=q~x(a,b)= 
@0(a~b) where a~b denotes the tensor product in F® G. We write a®b for 
~(a~b)~A®B and deduce that O(a,b)=~(q,(a~b))=~7(a®b). This cor- 
respondence is one-one by (3.5), so A ®B is the universal object in ~ for bimor- 
phisms from (A, B) to arbitrary crossed complexes. The definition (3.4) of a 
bimorphism now gives the following presentation of A ®B:  
Proposition 3.10. Let A, B be crossed complexes. Then A ® B is the crossed complex 
generated by elements a~b in dimension m+n, where aeAm, beBn,  with the 
following defining relations (plus, o f  course, the laws for  crossed complexes): 
(3.11) (i) f l (a~b)=f la~f lb .  
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(ii) 
(ii)' 
(iii) 
a ~ b t= (a (~ b) #a® t 
a s ® b = (a ® b) s®Bb 
i f  m>_O, n>_2, t~B1. 
i f  m>_2, n_>O, seA I. 
I f  b + b' is defined in B,, then 
(a®b+a®b' ,  if m=O, n>_l or if m> l, n>_2, 
a®(b+b')=~(a®b)#a®O +a®b,, if m>_l, n=l .  
(iii)' I f  a + a' is defined in A m, then 
~a®b+a'®b,  if m>_l, n=O or if m>_2, n>_l, 
(a+a' )®b=(a '®b+(a®b)a®Bb,  if m=l ,  n>_l. 
(The reversal o f  addition is significant only when m = n = 1.) 
(iv) <Y(a ® b) = 
~Sa® b + (-)m(a® 5b) 
- (a® Ob) - (t~la @) b) + (O°a® b) a®#b 
(_)m + 1 (a ® ~ 1 b) + (-)m (a ® O°b)#a ® o + <Ya ® b 
- Ola® b-  a®5°b + O°a® b + a® Olb 
a®Sb 
.fla ® b 
I a ® 5ab 
5a(a® b) = Oaa® b 
if m>2, n_>2, 
if re=l, n_>2, 
if m>2, n=l, 
i fm=l ,n=l ,  
if re=O, n>2, 
if m>_2, n=0, 
if re=O, n=l ,  
i f  m=l ,  n=0. 
[] 
Proposit ion 3.12. There is a natural bijection between 
(i) morphisms of  crossed complexes ~: A -~CRS(B, S), 
(ii) morphisms of crossed complexes ~: A ® B--+ C, and 
(iii) bimorphisms of crossed complexes 0: (A, B)~C,  
given by 
((a)(b)=((a®b)=O(a,b). [] 
We now return to CRS(B, C) and give a description of its crossed complex struc- 
ture in terms of the crossed complex structures of B and C. We write C(m) for the 
crossed complex freely generated by one generator a in dimension m. Any given ele- 
ment of CRSm(B, C) induces a morphism C(m)~CRS(B, C), which is equivalent to
a bimorphism 0: (C(m), B)~C.  If m--0 the given element is the morphism 
~a: B ~ C defined by ~'a(b) = O(a, b). 
If m > 1 it is the homotopy ¢/a = (ha,fa) defined by 
ha(b) = O(a, b), fa(b) = 0(,6a, b). 
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similarly, if two elements of CRS(B, C) are given, we may choose A to be the free 
crossed complex on two generators of appropriate dimensions and represent both 
the given elements as induced by the same bimorphism 0: (A, B )~ C for suitable fix- 
ed values of the first variable. We have seen that the map a~ua from A to 
CRS(B, C) given in this way by 0 is a morphism of crossed complexes, so we can 
now read off the crossed complex operations on CRS(B, C) from the bimorphism 
laWS (3.4) for 0. For example, given (h,f) ~ CRSm(B, C) (m _> 2) we determine 8(h,f) 
as follows. Write (h,f)= (ha,fa) for suitable a eA  as above, where ho(b)--O(a, b), 
fa(b)= O(fla, b). Then ~(h,f)= (h~a,f6a). We note that f~a=f  since 8fla=fla. We 
~vrite 8h for h~a, so that O(h,f) = (Oh, f ) .  Now (Oh)(b) = O(6a, b) is given by formula 
(3.4)(iv) in terms of known elements, namely (assuming m_> 2) 
(-6(O(a, b)) + (_)m + l O(a, 5b) if b ~ B, (n _> 2), 
O(6a, b) = ~(_ )m + l O(a, t~Ob)O(Ba, b) + (_)toO(a, t~l b) + 5(O(a, b)) if b ~ B1, 
[.fl(O(a, b)) if b ~ Bo. 
In other words 
(3.13) 
(-5(h(b))+(-)m+~h(5b) . 
(6h)(b) = ~(_)m + ~ h(5Ob)f(t,) +(_)mh(5, b) + 5(h(b)) 
~fl(h(b)) 
if b~B,  (n_>2), 
if b~Bl,  
if beB o. 
This automatic procedure gives 
Proposition 3.14. The crossed complex structure of  CRS(B, C) is defined as follows: 
Dimension 1. I f  (h,f) is a 1-fold left homotopy B~C,  then Ol (h , f )=p(h , f )=f  
and ¢5°(h,f)=fo where 
(~[f(b) + h(6b) + tS(hb)] -h(~b) 
f°(b) = ~h(O°b) + f(b) + 5(hb) - h(51 b) 
( O°(hb) 
if b ~ B n (n_> 2), 
if b~Bl ,  
if b Bo. 
lf (k,g) is another 1-fold left homotopy with 5°(k,g)=Ol(h,f)=f, then 
where 
(h, f )+(k,g)=(h+k,g)  
~ k(b) + h(b) ktB°) 
(h + k)(b) = ( h(b) + k(b) 
i f  b~B.,n_>l,  
if b Bo. 
Dimension _>2. I f  (h,f), (k,f) are m-fold homotopies B ~C over the same base 
morphism f, where m_>2, and i f  (hi,f1) is a 1-fold left homotopy such that 
~°(hl,fl) =f, then 
O) ~(h,f)=(Oh, f )  where Oh is given by (3.13). 
(ii) (h, f )  + (k, f )  = (h + k, f )  where (h + k)(b) = h(b) + k(b) for  all b ~ B. 
(iii) (h,f)(hl,fO=(hh~,fl) where hh~(b)=h(b)h~(#b) for all b~B. [] 
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To end this section we summarise the basic properties of ® and CRS in the 
category fg~. 
Theorem 3.15. (i) The functor -®B is left adjoint to the functor CRS(B, -)from 
~to  ~.  
(ii) For crossed complexes A,B, C, there are natural isomorphisms of  crossed 
complexes 
(A®B)®C=A®(B®C) ,  
CRS(A ® B, C)= CRS(A, CRS(B, C)) 
giving ~ the structure of  a monoidal closed category. [] 
For any cubical set K we define the fundamental crossed complex of K to be 
rt(K) = yo(K). Propositions 2.5 and 2.6 then give immediately 
Theorem 3.16. I f  K, L are cubical sets, there is a natural isomorphism of  crossed 
complexes 
rt(K ® L ) --- rt(K) ® rt(L ). 
In particular 
n(~m)@n(on)~---n(Dm+n). [] 
For any crossed complex A we define the cubical nerve of A to be NA = UZA, 
which is a cubical set. Since 0 is left adjoint to U, n = YO is left adjoint to N= U2, 
but we now prove a stronger esult. We observe that, for any o~-groupoid G and 
any cubical set L, CUB(L, UG) has a canonical to-groupoid structure induced by the 
structure of G (see Proposition 2.4). In particular CUB(L, NA) is an to-groupoid 
and Proposition 2.4 gives 
Theorem 3.17. For any cubical set L and any crossed complex A, there are natural 
isomorphisms of  crossed complexes 
CRS(rtL, A) = y(to-GPD(~oL, AA)) = y(CUB(L, NA)). [] 
By taking cubical nerves and connected components we obtain 
Corollary 3.18. Let L be a cubical set and A be a crossed complex. 
(i) There is a natural isomorphism of  cubical sets 
CUB(L, NA ) --- N(CRS( ~zL, A) ). 
(ii) There is a natural bijection 
[L, NA] = [~zL, A], 
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where [-,  - ]  denotes the set of  homotopy classes o f  morphisms in ~ or in ~,  as 
the case may be. [] 
4. The symmetry of tensor products 
We have seen that in the category fg~, the map x®y~y®x does not give an 
isomorphism X® Y~ Y®X;  indeed it is easy to construct examples of cubical sets 
X, Y such that X® Y and Y® X are not isomorphic. However, in o9-~/,~' and 
the situation is different. Although the map x®y~y®x still does not give an 
isomorphism X® Y--, Y®X,  there is a less obvious map which does. This is easiest 
to see in fg~. 
Theorem 4.1. Let A, B be crossed complexes. Then there is a natural isomorphism 
A®B~B®A which, for  a~Am, beBn, sends the generator a®b to (-)mnb®a. 
This isomorphism, combined with the structure given in Theorem 3.14 makes the 
category of  crossed complexes a symmetric monoidal closed category. 
Proof. One merely checks that the defining relations (3.11)(i)-(iv) satisfied by the 
generators a®b are preserved by the map a®b,-.( -)mnb®a. The necessary 
coherence and naturality conditions are obviously satisfied. [] 
This proof is unsatisfactory because, although it is clear that a® b~-. b ® a does 
not preserve the relations (3.11), the fact that a®b,-.,(-)m"b®a does preserve 
them, seems like a happy accident. A better explanation is provided by the trans- 
posing functor T (see Sections 1 and 2). 
For a cubical set K, TK is not in general isomorphic to K. But for any ¢o-groupoid 
G and any crossed complex B we will construct isomorphisms G ~ TG and B ~ TB. 
Since in all these categories we have obvious natural isomorphisms T(X® Y)= 
TY® TX, this implies the symmetry X® Y=- Y®X.  
For an to-groupoid G, TG has the same elements as G but has all its operations 
~,ei, F/, +i, - i  numbered in reverse order with respect o i (but not with respect o 
a=0, 1). For a crossed complex B, TB is defined, of course, as ),(TAB). The calcula- 
tion expressing this crossed complex in terms of the crossed complex structure of 
B is straightforward (though it needs a clear head). 
Proposition 4.2. The crossed complex TB is defined, up to natural isomorphism, in
the following way: 
(i) (TB)0 = Bo as a set; 
(ii) (TB)2=B~ p as a groupoid; 
~)  (TB)n =B n as a groupoid for n = 1 and n_>3; 
(iv) the action of  (TB)l on (TB)n (n>_2) is the same as the action orB  l on Bn; 
(v) the boundary map T~ : (TB)n+ 1 ~ (TB)n is given by 
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TJ=(-)nO:B.+I ~B. .  [] 
(We note that -5 :B2- - *B  1 is an anti-homomorphism, that is a homomorphisnl 
B~ 'p ~BI ,  as required; the map +J"  B 3 ~B~ 'p is also a homomorphism because the 
image is in the centre of B2. In higher dimensions the groupoids B, and B°n p are the 
same.) 
Corollary 4.3. For any crossed complex B there is a natural isomorphism r : B--, TB 
given by 
r(b) = (-)[n/21b for b e B,. [] 
The somewhat surprising sign (_)[./21 is forced by the signs in (4.2); it is less sur- 
prising when one notices that it is the signature of the permutation which reverses 
the order of (1,2, ... ,n). The symmetry map of Theorem 4.1 now comes from the 
map 
a® b~r -1( rb  ® ra) = (-)kb ® a, 
where k = [m/2] + In/2] - [(m + n)/2], which is 0 if m or n is even, and 1 if both are 
odd. 
The isomorphism r:B-- ,  TB extends uniquely to an isomorphism r:G-,TG, 
where G = AB, B= yG. This isomorphism can be viewed as a 'reversing automor- 
phism' x~x*  of G, that is, a map of degree 0 from G to itself which preserves the 
operations while reversing their order (e.g. (x +i Y)*= x* +,_ i+lY* in dimension ). 
The isomorphism G®H~H®G for oJ-groupoids is then given by 
x@y,--,(y*®x*)*. 
Note. The element x* should be viewed as a transpose of the cube x, and in the 
geometric ase G = ~)(X), it is induced from x by the map (tl, ..., t,) ~ (t,, ..., tl) of 
the unit n-cube. The operation * is preserved by morphisms of ¢o-groupoids, 
because of the naturalness of r:  1 ~ T. It follows that the operation * can be written 
in terms of the aJ-groupoid operations 3~, e i, F i, +i, --i, but the formulae needed for 
this are rather complicated. 
5. The pointed case 
We consider briefly the notions of tensor product and homotopy in the categories 
o9-~/~, and f¢~, of pointed to-groupoids and pointed crossed complexes. Here the 
objects have a distinguished element • in dimension 0 and only morphisms preserv- 
ing this basepoint are included. 
For any to-groupoid H with basepoint ,, the og-groupoid pmH has basepoint 
0,=eT'(*), the constant cube at ,. An m-foM pointed (left) homotopy h: G -~H 
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is a morphism h :G~pmH preserving basepoints, that is, a homotopy h 
~vith h ( , )=0, .  Clearly, all such pointed homotopies form an eg-subgroupoid 
t0-GPD,(G, H)  of a~-GPD(G, H)  since 0, = e~n(,) is an identity for all the composi- 
tions +i ( l_ /_<m).  This og-subgroupoid has as basepoint he trivial morphism 
G-~H which sends each element of dimension to O,=e~(,). Thus we have an in- 
ternal hom functor og-GPD,(G, H)  in the pointed category og-~/uZ,. The pointed 
tnorphisms from F to og-GPD,(G, H)  are in one-one correspondence with the 
pointed bimorphisms X : (F, G) -~ H, that is, bimorphisms X satisfying the extra con- 
ditions 
~X(x, *)=O, for all xeF,  
(5.1) (.X(*, y) = 0, for all y~G. 
To retain the correspondence between bimorphisms (F ,G)~H and morphisms 
F® G--'H, we must therefore add corresponding relations to the definition of the 
tensor product. Thus, for pointed co-groupoids F, G, we define F®,  G to be the to- 
groupoid with generators x®,  y (x ~ F, y e G), basepoint • = ,®,  ,, and defining 
relations (2.1) together with 
fx®**=0,  for all x~F, 
(5.2) (. * ®,  y = 0, for all y e G. 
These quations are to be interpreted as x®,  • = ,®,  y = • when x, y have dimension 
0, so that (F®,  G)o=FoAGo . 
Similar remarks apply to crossed complexes. In the pointed category f~ ,  we 
define an m-fold pointed left homotopy B -~ C to be an m-fold left homotopy (h, f )  
satisfying f ( , )= ,  and h( , )=  0, e Cm. The collection of all these is a sub-crossed 
complex CRS,(B, C) of CRS(B, C) with basepoint he zero morphism b~ 0, and, 
clearly, CRS,(B, C) = ?(co-GPD,(AB, ~.C)). A pointed bimorphism 0 : (A, B )~ C is 
a bimorphism satisfying 
(5.3) f O(a, ,)=O, for aeA,  
(. 0(,, b) = 0, for beB, 
and A ®,  B is the pointed crossed complex generated by all a ®,  b with defining 
relations (3.11) and 
(5.4) fa®**=0,  for aeA,  
( . *®,b=0,  for beB. 
The symmetry A ®B=B®A preserves the relations (5.4) and so gives a sym- 
metry A t~), B = B ®,  A which can be carried over to the tensor product in co4g/,d,. 
Theorem 5.5. The pointed tensor products and horn functors described above define 
~mmetric monoidal closed structures on the pointed categories co-~g,,~', and ~, .  
[] 
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6. Computations 
Any group G can be viewed as a crossed complex A with A0= { - }, AI.~C,; 
An = 0 (n_> 2). The tensor product of two such crossed complexes will have one 
vertex and will be trivial in dimension >_ 3, that is, it will be a crossed module. We 
use multiplicative notation for G for reasons which will appear later. 
Proposition 6.1. The tensor product of  groups G, H, viewed as crossed complexes 
o f  rank 1, is the crossed module G [S]H ~G * H, where G F1H denotes the Cartesian 
subgroup o f  the free product G ,H ,  that is, the kernel o f  the map G *H~GxH.  
I f  g~G, h~H,  then g@h is the commutator [h,g] =h-lg- lhg=[g,h] -1 in G*H. 
Proof. G [] H is a normal subgroup of G * H, so G [] H ~ G • H is a crossed module 
which we view as a crossed complex C, trivial in dimension _> 3. One verifies easily 
that the equations O(g,h)= [h,g], O(g, .)=g, O(.,h)=h define a bimorphism 
0" (G, H)--* C; the equations (3.4)(iii), (iii)' reduce to the standard commutator iden- 
tities 
[hh~ ,g] = [h, g]h, [hi, g], 
[h, ggl ] = [h, gl] [h, g]g', 
and the rest are trivial. 
Now G [] H is a free group with basis consisting of all [g, h] (g e G, h e H, g, h ~ l) 
(see Gruenberg [18], Levi [23]). It follows that if ~p" (G, H)-- ,D is any bimorphism, 
there is a unique morphism of groups tIE:G l-- i l iaD 2 such that dfE([h,g])=gp(g,h ) 
for all g e G, h e H. (Note that the definition of bimorphism implies that ¢J(g, h) = 1 
if either g= 1 or h = 1.) There is also a unique morphism ¢h "G *H~D 1 such that 
$l (g) = ¢~(g, • ) and ¢h (h) = ¢~(., h) for all g, G, h ~ H. These morphisms combine to 
give a morphism ~." C-~D of crossed complexes as we show below, and this proves 
the universal property making C the tensor product of G and H, with g ® h = [h,g]. 
We need to verify that (i) ¢~. is compatible with J" G [ ]H~G .H  and that (ii)$, 
preserves the actions of G • H and Dl.  Now 
J~2([h, g]) = JFP(g, h ) 
=-¢( . ,h ) -¢ (g , . )+¢( . ,h )+~p(g ,  .) by (3.3)(iv) 
= [¢(., h), ¢(g,. )] = [¢~ (h), ¢1 (g)] = ¢1 [h, g] 
and this implies (i). As for (ii): 
~2([h, g]g') = ¢2([h, gl] - l  [h, ggl ]) 
= - (P(gl, h)  + ~(gg l ,  h) 
= ~(g, h) ~(g~' ) by (3.3)(iii)' 
= ¢2([h, g])#'(g'). 
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There is a similar calculation for the action of hi e l l ,  and the result follows. [] 
Note. This tensor product of (non-Abelian) groups is related to, but not the same 
as, the tensor product defined by Brown and Loday and used in their construction 
of universal crossed squares of groups [11]. The Brown-Loday product is defined 
for two groups acting compatibly on each other. It also satisfies the standard com- 
natttator identities displayed above. The relation between the two tensor products 
is clarified in [28]. 
We can easily extend Proposition 6.1 to groupoids G-~ Go and H~Ho,  viewed 
as crossed complexes of rank 1. For this we need a new construction to take the 
place of the free product G • H. We define the groupoid G # H to be the pushout 
in the category ~/,~' of the diagram 
id(G) × id(H) 
G x id(H) 
/ 
\ 
id(G) x H 
where, for any groupoid K, id(K) denotes the trivial sub-groupoid consisting of all 
identity elements of K. Thus G # H is a groupoid over Go × Ho and, in the category 
0f groupoids over GoxH 0, it is the coproduct of G×id(H) and id(G)xH.  It is 
generated by all elements (lp, h), (g, lq) where g ~ G, h e H, p e G o, q e H 0. We will 
sometimes write g for (g, lq) and h for (lp, h). This may seem to be wilful ambigui- 
ty, but when composites are specified in G # H, the ambiguity is resolved; for exam- 
ple, if gh is defined in G#H,  then g must refer to (g, lg), where q=t~°h, and h 
must refer to (lp, h), where p =~lg. This convention simplifies the notation and 
there is an easily stated solution to the word problem for G # H. Every element of 
G#H is uniquely expressible in one of the following forms: 
(i) an identity element (lp, lq); 
(ii) a generating element (g, lq) or (lp, h), where p e Go, q e H0, g e G, h e H and 
g,h are not identities; 
(iii) a composite klk2"" kn (n >_ 2) of non-identity elements of G or H in which 
the ki lie alternately in G and H, and the odd and even products klk 3k5... and 
k2k4k 6 . . .  are defined in G or H. 
For example, if gl :m-~p, gE:p-~q in G, and hi :r~s, hE:S~t in H, then the 
word glhlg2h2g21 
r 
m 
gl 
P 
q 
represents an element of G # H from (m, r) to (p, t). 
S 
hi 
g2 
h2 
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Note that the two occurrences of g2 refer to different elements of G #H,  naraefy 
(g2, ls) and (g2, lt). 
The similarity with the free product of groups is obvious and the normal form 
can be verified in the same way; for example, one can use 'van der Waerden's trick'. 
We omit the details. 
There is a canonical morphism a :G#H-~G×H induced by the inclusions 
id(G) × H ~ G × H and G × id(H) ~ G × H. This morphism separates the odd and 
even products klk 3 ... and k2k 4 ... from each word klk2k3 ..., that is, it introduces 
a sort of commutativity between G and H. The kernel of tr will be called the Carte. 
sian subgroupoid of G # H and denoted by G [] H. It consists of all elements of type 
(i) and those of type (iii) for which both odd and even products are trivial. Clearly, 
it is generated by all 'commutators' [g,h] =g-lh- lgh,  where ge  G, heH and g,h 
are not identities. (Note that [g, h] is uniquely defined in G #H for any such pair 
of elements g, h, but the two occurrences of g (or of h) do not refer to the same ele- 
ment of G # H.) 
Proposition 6.2. (i) The Cartesian subgroupoid G [] H of  G # H is freely generated, 
as a groupoid, by all elements [g, h] where g, h are non-identity elements of G, H, 
respectively. Thus, G U]H is the disjoint union of  free groups, one at each vertex, 
and the group at vertex (p, q) has a basis consisting of  all [g, h] with j lg=p and 
J lh =q (g and h not identity elements). 
(ii) The tensor product of  the groupoids G and H, considered as crossed com- 
plexes of  rank 1, is the crossed complex 
. . . -.  O ~ . . . - ,  O --. G Tq H--, G # H_~ Go × Ho, 
with g(~h=[h,g], p®h=( lp ,  h), g®q=(g,  lq) for g~G, heH,  peg  o, q6H o. 
Proof. In the notation introduced above the 'commutators' [h, g] satisfy the same 
formal identities as in the group case: 
[h,g]=[g,h] -1, 
[hhl, g] = [h, g]h, [hi, g], 
[h, ggl] = [h, gl ] [h, g]g' 
whenever ggl,hh~ are defined in G,H. These identities are to be interpreted as 
equations in G#H,  with the obvious meaning for conjugates: [h,g] hi means 
h~h-~g-lhghl ,  which represents a unique element of G # H. The proof of the pro- 
position is now formally the same as the proof of (6.1). [] 
We are now in a position to analyse the structure of A ® H, where A is any cross- 
ed complex and H is a groupoid (viewed as a crossed complex). We write ~ for 
the abelian groupoid (family of abelian groups) over H 0 in which ~/ (q)  is the 
free abelian group on all heH with J lh=q.  Then ~ becomes a (right)H- 
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module under composition on the right: 
( ~ Cthh) k= ~ Cth(hk) 
~vhen ~ ahh ~ ~J-I(q) and k ~ H(q, r). This is the right regular H-module. The right 
augmentation module IH of H is the submodule generated by all h -h ' ,  where 
h,h'eH and j ib=J ib ' .  Then IH(q) has a basis consisting of all h - lq  where 
jl h_- q. (These constructions are the reason for writing H multiplicatively.) 
We observe that if M, N are modules over the groupoids G, H, respectively, we 
may form M® z N, an abelian groupoid over G o × H 0 with the group M(p) ®z N(q) 
lying over (p, q). Then M®z N is a (G x H)-module, with diagonal action 
(m ®z n) (g'h) = mg (~_ nh, 
and hence it is a (G #/-/)-module via the canonical map G # H~ G x H. 
We also need two constructions from the theory of crossed modules. If A is a 
crossed complex and H is a groupoid, then A2 is a crossed module over the 
groupoid A1 and hence A 2 xH 0 is a crossed module over AI × id(H). The embed- 
ding l a :A lx id (H)OAl#H now induces a crossed module /z.(A2×Ho) over 
AI#H (see [5,7]) and we denote this crossed module by .4 2. The Cartesian sub- 
group A 1 [] H is also a crossed module over A 1 # H and we need the coproduct of 
these two crossed (A 1 #// ) -modules.  In the case when P is a group, the construc- 
tion of the coproduct Xop y of crossed P-modules X and Y is described in [4]. 
This construction works equally well when P is a groupoid. The family of groups 
X acts on Y via P, so one can form the semidirect product X t>< Y. It consists of a 
semidirect product of groups X i ~< Yi at each vertex i of P and it is a pre-crossed 
module over P. One then obtains the crossed P-module X op Y from X ~ Y by 
factoring out its Peiffer groupoid. 
We write A I multiplicatively but A n additively for n> 2. 
Theorem 6.3. Let A be a crossed complex and H be a groupoid. Let C = A ® H, 
where H is viewed as a crossed complex of rank 1. Then" (up to natural isomorphism) 
Co = Ao X Ho, 
Cl =A1 # H, 
C2 = A 2 ° G (A I [-] H),  
c3 =A3 ®z  r-l®A b ®z 
C,=A,®zZI - I~)A,_ I®z- iH  (n_> 4). 
In this model for C,C~ =A1 # H acts diagonally, via AI #A --,At xH,  on each of  
the Z-tensor products in C,, for n >_ 3 as described above. Its action on C2 is given 
us part of  the structure of  C2 as a coproduct of  C~-crossed modules. The canonical 
generators a®h for A®H are defined as follows. Let annA,,  PEHo, heH,  
~th =q and let ~2 be the image of  a 2 in A~ b. Then 
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ao®p=(ao, p )EA  xHo, 
al ®p = (al, lp) e A 1 # H, 
a2 ®p = o'(a2,p) where a is the canonical map 
a :A2 xHo -'u,(A2 x Ho) =A2 -'C2, 
an @P = an @Z lp eAn ®z ~t'Ic Cn, 
ao@h=(lao, h )~Al# H. 
al@h=r([h,a]) where r is the canonical map A1 oH--*C2. 
a 2 @ h = a 2 @z (h - 1 q) ~ A ~b ®z IH C C 3, 
an®h=an®z(h-  lq) eAn@zIHCC,  (n_>3). 
Finally, the boundary maps are defined as follows. The map ~ : C2-~C1 is given as 
part o f  the crossed module structure. The map ~ : Ca ~ C2 is given by 
(6.4) ~ t~(a3 (~)Z h) = (t~a 3@p)h 6 4 2, where p = ~°h, 
(-t~(a2 (~)Z (h lq)) = -a  2 t~) q + (a 2 @p)h + t~a2(~ h, 
(where h acts as the appropriate (ls, h)eCl). The map ~: C~Cn_ I  for n>_5 is 
given by 
(O(a.®zu)=Oan®zu (aneA. ,u~r I ) ,  
(6.5) ( 6(an_l(~ZO)=(_)"-lan_l®zOo + Oan-l®ZO (an_ l~An- l ,  veil-I), 
where ~o denotes the image of  o under inclusion IH~- I .  When n = 4. ~ is given 
by the same formulae with 6a 3 replaced by 5a3 EA~ b. 
Proof .  We first verify that C is a crossed complex. The formulae (6.5) define, for 
n > 4, a unique morphism ~ : C, ~ Cn_ l of Cl-modules. The definition of C2 en- 
sures that ~:C2 ~Cl  is a crossed module. However, the map ~:C  3- ,C  2 is more 
problematic since Ca is abelian, but C2 is not. We have to show that the relations 
imposed on C2 by the definitions of induced crossed module and coproduct of 
crossed modules are sufficient o ensure the existence of a morphism ~: C3 --' C2 of 
Cl-modules satisfying (6.4). 
We write 
X = x(a3, h) = (t~a 3®p)h = (5a3 ®p)(ls, h), 
y =y(a 2, h) = -a2 t~) q + (a2 @p)h + t~a2 @ h 
for the right-hand sides of (6.4), where p=~°h, q=~lh, s=flaa. Then x and y are 
elements of C2, and we easily verify that 
~x= (1 s, h)-l~(~aa ~p)( ls ,  h) = (Is, h)-l(ls, lp)(ls, h) = l(s, q). 
Also  
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JY = J(a2 ® q)- l (1 t, h)-  l J(a2 ® p)(1 t, h ) J ( Ja  2 ® h), 
where t =/~a2. In our abbreviated notation for A I # H,  this is 
JY = (Ja2)-l h-  1 (Ja2)h [h, Ja2] = 1 (t, q). 
Since J : C2 -" C~ is a crossed module, these equations imply that x and y are in the 
centre of C2 (that is, in the centres of  the appropriate groups of C2). It now follows 
that 
y(a2 + a'2, h) = - (a2 + az) ® ((a2 + a'z) ® p) h + (Ja2 + Ja'2 ) ® h 
= -az®q-a2®q + (a2®p) h+ (a'z®p) h+ Ja'2® h 
+ (Oa 2 ~) h) '~(a~® q) 
= - a~ ® q + Y(a2 ,  h) - (Ja 2 ® h + a~ ® q + y(a~, h) 
-a~®q + Jaz® h + a~®q 
=y(a 2, h) + y(a'2, h) = y(a'2, h) + y(a2, h). 
Thus y(az, h) is additive as a function of a 2 and depends only on a2 E A~ b. It 
preserves the action of A I× id (H)  cA I#H since, for aeA1 (acting as 
(a, lq) ~AI #H) ,  
Y(a2, h) a = - (a2 ® q)a + (a 2 ® p)ha + (Ja2 ® h) a 
,.,a t~  ,.,, ~_ i~, f~  .~ahJ(a ® h) = - "z '~ '~-~"z~J  - (a®h)+( Jaz+a)®h 
= - a~ ®q-a® h + (a~ ®p)h + (a + J(a~)) ® h 
= - a~® q-  a® h + (a~®p) h+ J(a~) ® h + (a® h) 6(<) 
= -a '~®q-a® h + a~®q +y(a~, h ) -a~®q + a® h + ag ®q 
= y(a~,h). 
For each h ~H,  we now have a morphism of Al -modules a2 ~Y(az, h) from A~ b to 
the centre of Cz. Since IH  has Z-basis consisting of all h -  lq (h ~ lq) and since 
)~a2, lq)=0 for all az, these maps combine to give a morphism J "A~b®zIH- - ,C2 
of groups with J(az ®~, (h -  lq))=Y(a2, h), and J preserves the action of A 1 × id(H).  
The reason for the appearance of  IH  is that its H-module structure is such that 
the action of  id(A l )× H is also preserved by J.  For let k ~ H with J °k= q, j l k  = r. 
Then 
while 
(h - lq) k = hk-  k = (hk -  l r )  -- (k -  l r )  
Y(a2, h) k = - (a2 ® q)k + (a 2 ®p)hk + (Ja2 ® h)k 
= _ (a 2 (~) q)k + (a 2 t~p)hk + ¢~a2 ~ hk - Ja 2 ~ k 
= _ (a 2 ® q)k + a2 ® r + Y(a2, hk) - Ja2 ® k 
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= t~a 2(~ k - y(a2, k) + y(a2, hk) - Ja2 ® k 
=y(a2,hk)-y(a2,k). 
Thus the second equation of (6.4) defines a unique morphism J of Cl-modules 
from A~ b ®z IH  to the centre of C 2. A similar, but much easier calculation shows 
that the first equation of (6.4) defines a unique C1-morphism from A 3 ®z ~/ to  
C2. Hence we have a Cl-morphism J 'C3  ~C2. 
Now C2-+ C1 is, by definition, a crossed module, so the only other crossed com. 
plex axioms to be checked are: (i) J J  = 0; (ii) JC2 acts trivially on Cn for n >_ 3. We 
leave the first of these to the reader (having already checked the case C a -~C 2 ~C1). 
As for (ii), we know that C2 is generated, as Cl-Crossed module, by all elements 
a2~qE/ t  2 and a I (~)h EA 1 [~H. Hence t~C 2 is generated by conjugates of elements 
O(aE@q)-(t~a2, lq) and J (al®h)=[h, al] in AI #H.  But t~a 2 acts trivially on A, 
for n -  3 and also on A~ b (since it acts by conjugation on A2), and the commutator 
[h, al ] acts trivially on Cn (n _> 3) since the action of A I # H is diagonally defined. 
It is now an easy matter to verify that the given definition of a® h satisfies all 
the laws (3.11) (some of the calculations have already been done) and it is uni- 
versal. [] 
Corollary 6.6. The canonical morphism A ® Ho-~A ® H is an injection. 
Proof. It is clear that A ® H 0 (where H 0 stands for the crossed complex with ver- 
tices H 0 and trivial groupoids in all dimensions) has the groupoid A n ×H 0 in 
dimension . Indeed, this is a special case of the theorem. The canonical map sends 
the element an ®P to a an ®z lp cAn ®z ZI-IC Cn when n _> 3, and this is clearly an 
injection. We have already shown that AI ×Ho is embedded in AI #H=C1, so it 
remains to examine the map in dimension 2. 
Now A2×H 0 has vertices AoXHo and can be made into a crossed (Al#H)- 
module by the rules J(a2, p) = (Ja2, lp), (a2, p)(a~, lp) = (a~, p), (a2, p)(ls, h) = (a2, q), 
where p=J°h,  q=J lh,  s=fla2. The identity map on A2×H 0 therefore induces a 
morphism A2-'A2 x Ho of crossed (AI #H)-modules. There is also a morphism 
A IDH~A2 x H 0 of crossed (A1 # H)-modules in which each element is mapped to 
the zero element at the same vertex. These two morphisms induce a morphism from 
C 2 -" ~z[ 2 °C, (A I [] H) to A 2 × H 0. The composite A 2 × H 0 ~ C 2 ~ A 2 × H 0 is the iden- 
tity map, and the corollary follows. [] 
We recall that the crossed complex C(1)=1t(D) has vertices pO, pl and is freely 
generated by an edge e I from p0 to pl. When viewed as a groupoid it is often 
denoted ~ and is called the unit interval groupoid. 
Corollary 6.7. For any crossed complex A the canonical maps i°,i I "A~A® £ 
defined by ia(a)=a®p a (a=O, 1) are injections. [] 
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